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In August 1990, a small industrial Slovak town Shoeton*
experienced a bout of intense violence between a group
of Slovak young men and Vietnamese male workers
employed in a local factory. This incident was but one of
many racially framed conflicts that took place across
Eastern and Central European countries at the time. This
paper explores the events in Shoeton and uses them as a
backdrop for an analysis of the emerging geographies of
race and racism in the post-socialist regions. With the
focus on violence itself in personal and collective
biographies of the young men involved in the riot, the
paper suggests that rather than an act of conscious
political violence, what happened in Shoeton needs to be
seen as a displacement of endemic violence: intersecting
with insecure landscapes of masculinity, disciplining
power of the State, inter-scalar territoriality and
imaginations of the future; and channelled by the
fragmentation of the Communist State and societal
infrastructures. The paper then takes the histories of
Shoeton to draw an approach for understanding the postsocialist geographies of racism as they evolved over the
last 30 years, connected to, yet different from the (post)colonial histories of the West and Global South.
* Name has been changed
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